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SUMMARY

Chromothripsis represents a novel phenomenon
in the structural variation landscape of cancer
genomes. Here, we analyze the genomes of ten
patients with congenital disease who were prese-
lected to carry complex chromosomal rearrange-
ments with more than two breakpoints. The rear-
rangements displayed unanticipated complexity
resembling chromothripsis. We find that eight
of them contain hallmarks of multiple clustered
double-stranded DNA breaks (DSBs) on one or
more chromosomes. In addition, nucleotide resolu-
tion analysis of 98 breakpoint junctions indicates
that break repair involves nonhomologous or micro-
homology-mediated end joining. We observed that
these eight rearrangements are balanced or contain
sporadic deletions ranging in size between a few
hundred base pairs and several megabases. The
two remaining complex rearrangements did not
display signs of DSBs and contain duplications,
indicative of rearrangement processes involving
template switching. Our work provides detailed
insight into the characteristics of chromothripsis
and supports a role for clustered DSBs driving
some constitutional chromothripsis rearrangements.
INTRODUCTION

Recently, a new genome rearrangement phenomenon has

emerged from the study of highly complex rearrangements in

cancer genomes involving frequent oscillations between only
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two copy number states (Stephens et al., 2011). This phenom-

enon has been termed chromothripsis and may have resulted

from localized shattering of one or several chromosomes and

subsequent assembly of resulting chromosomal pieces by

nonhomologous end joining (NHEJ). Further studies have

identified several instances of somatic chromothripsis rear-

rangements in a wide variety of cancer specimens (Magrangeas

et al., 2011; Kloosterman et al., 2011b; Molenaar et al., 2012;

Rausch et al., 2012; Maher and Wilson, 2012). We and others

have shown that de novo complex balanced translocations

in patients with developmental defects arose from a similar

chromosome shattering mechanism (Kloosterman et al.,

2011a; Chiang et al., 2012).

A replication-based model (MMBIR, microhomology-

mediated break-induced replication) has been proposed for

complex rearrangements in the germline that involve copy

losses and gains and contain microhomologous sequences at

breakpoint junctions (Hastings et al., 2009a, 2009b). Recently,

complex genomic rearrangements involving multiple and

region-focused copy number changes on one chromosome,

were also ascribed toMMBIR and it was speculated that MMBIR

could be an explanation for chromothripsis in cancer cells (Liu

et al., 2011). In support of this, Crasta et al. proposed that

chromosome pulverization could occur due to defects in DNA

replication and repair in micronuclei resulting from errors in

mitosis (Crasta et al., 2012).

Given the considerable controversy regarding the mecha-

nisms driving complex rearrangements in cancer and develop-

ment disorders, we here investigated the genetic architecture

of ten constitutional complex chromosomal rearrangements

(CCRs) using genome-wide long mate-pair sequencing, copy

number profiling, and breakpoint-junction sequencing.We found

that in eight cases the rearrangements are characterized by

multiple clustered double-stranded DNA breaks (DSBs) and

break repair was driven by end-joining mechanisms. These
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findings suggest that these rearrangements involve chromo-

some shattering similarly as originally proposed for chromothrip-

sis in cancer (Stephens et al., 2011). The other two rearrange-

ments display distinct molecular characteristics. They do not

show signs of DSBs and contain complex copy number changes

including copy gains, resembling the chromothripsis-like chro-

mosome catastrophes caused by template switching (Hastings

et al., 2009a; Liu et al., 2011). Our findings suggest that chro-

mosome shattering by DSBs results in a distinct type of chro-

mothripsis rearrangements and exists next to processes

involving template switching.

RESULTS

Genomic Analysis of Ten Constitutional CCRs
To gain insight in the characteristics of complex constitutional

rearrangements, we here analyzed all breakpoints of ten con-

stitutional CCRs by mate-pair sequencing, array analysis, and

fusion-point sequencing (Tables S1, S2, and S3; Extended

Experimental Procedures). The CCRs were solely selected

based on prior evidence indicating more than two breakpoints

(de Pater et al., 2002; Giardino et al., 2006; Ballarati et al.,

2009; Poot et al., 2009) (Table S1). Hundreds of CCRs with

similar karyotypes as the ones selected here have been

described in literature (Astbury et al., 2004; Borg et al., 2005;

Gribble et al., 2005; De Gregori et al., 2007; Pellestor et al.,

2011). Eight of the CCRs had occurred de novo and two

CCRs were transmitted from a mother to her child (Table S1).

Based on mate-pair sequencing, we identified between 3 and

24 inter- and intrachromosomal breakpoint junctions per CCR.

The breakpoint junctions were independently validated by

PCR and capillary sequencing. Where possible, parents were

included in the validation assays (Table S3). For eight of the

CCRs (patients 1–8), plotting the breakpoint junctions onto the

reference genome revealed that closely spaced junction points

(i.e., the exact genomic coordinates on the reference genome

where the junctions occurred) form pairs on the reference

genome (Figures 1A and S1). We considered two junction points

as a pair when their relative distance was below 1 kb. Further-

more, one junction point in such a pair is connected at its tail

(T) side and the other junction point in a pair is connected at its

head (H) side. For clarity, we have schematically depicted the

concepts of breakpoint junction, orientation, and junction-point

pair in Figure 1B. The observation of a junction-point pair is most

simply explained by the repair of both free DNA ends resulting

from a DSB. We observed that the free DNA ends are repaired

by fusion to other (remote) chromosome fragments (which also

resulted from DSBs as suggested by the presence of junction-

point pairs), leading to complex inter- and intrachromosomal

rearrangements. Chromosomal breaks were occurring on one

(patients 5 and 8) or several chromosomes (five in patient 7)

and showed significantly more clustering along the chromosome

than expected by chance (p < 0.001, Figure S2). The derivative

chromosomes of patient 1 and patient 2 were reconstructed

based on the breakpoint junctions identified by the mate-pair

sequencing (Figures 1B and 2). The derivative chromosomes

were matching the karyotypes as previously established based

on cytogenetic analysis (Figure 2A) (Ballarati et al., 2009).
We performed copy number analysis of these eight CCRs to

determine whether losses or gains had occurred as a result of

the many inter- and intrachromosomal breakpoint junctions

(Figures 1A and S1; Table S1). We only observed deletions, but

no copy gains. Deletions are flanked by both inter- or intrachro-

mosomal breakpoint junctions (Figure 1, patients 1, 6, and 8).

This deletion architecture is different from a ‘‘classic deletion,’’

where both flanks of the deletion have been fused to each other.

Notably, junction-point pairs were not identified at deletion

borders (Figure 1; Figure S1, black arrows). The rearrangement

of patient 7 was copy neutral, despite a massive amount of

24 breakpoint junctions. For four de novo CCRs, we tested the

parental origin of the rearrangements by SNP-array analysis of

deletion intervals in the father, mother, and patient. This demon-

strated that these rearrangements had occurred on paternal

chromosomes (Table S4). The parents had normal karyotypes

and the age of these four fathers ranged between 29 and 41.

Our data suggest that multiple clustered double-stranded

DNA breaks triggered the eight CCRs described here. This led

to copy balanced rearrangements or rearranged chromosomes

with sporadic deletions.

Breakpoint Characteristics of Eight Constitutional
Chromothripsis Rearrangements
To further characterize the process of break repair in the eight

constitutional chromothripsis CCRs, we analyzed the sequences

of 98 breakpoint junctions by PCR-based capillary sequencing

(Figure 3A, Figure S3). Most junctions displayed homology of

1–7 nucleotides (45%) or absence of homology (29%). For

26% of junctions, we observed short insertions of 1–97 nontem-

plated nucleotides. For patient 8, we observed several long

nontemplated insertions of up to 97 bp at the breakpoint

junctions (Table S3). These inserted fragments did not match

with any sequence in the human reference genome and were

substantially longer than the nontemplated insertions for the

breakpoint junctions in the other patients. In addition, we did

observe multiple losses for patient 8 (Table S5), which is in line

with prior observations (Simsek and Jasin, 2010).

Based on the capillary sequencing of breakpoint junctions, we

could also derive the precise characteristics of 56 junction-point

pairs (Table S5; Figure 1B). Junction-point pairs are considered

to indicate the occurrence of DSBs. At some positions of DSBs,

gains and losses of one or several nucleotides occurred,

possibly following repair of staggered cuts or exonuclease

digestion of free DNA ends, respectively (Figures 3B and 3C)

(Gajecka et al., 2008; Lieber, 2008; Simsek and Jasin, 2010).

Together, our data suggest that break repair in the eight chro-

mothripsis CCRs involved canonical or noncanonical NHEJ (ex-

plaining the blunt fusions) or MMEJ (explaining the fusions with

microhomology) (McVey and Lee, 2008; Lieber, 2010; Simsek

and Jasin, 2010). However, we should note that break repair

mechanism cannot be precisely inferred from junction

sequences alone.

Based on the spacing between adjacent junction points on

the reference genome, we could infer the occurrence of

deletions of several kilobases in size that were too small to be

unequivocally detected by sequence coverage depth analysis

or array analysis (see Figure 1B for a schematic example). For
Cell Reports 1, 648–655, June 28, 2012 ª2012 The Authors 649



Figure 1. Overview of Breakpoint Junctions Involved in Constitutional CCRs

(A) Visualization of breakpoints junctions of complex rearrangements in patients 1, 6, 7, and 8 using circos plots. The colored lines indicate breakpoint junctions.

These are based on the mate-pair data and can be in either of four orientations: HH (head-head), red lines; TT (tail-tail), yellow lines; TH (tail-head), blue lines; HT

(head-tail), green lines (low coordinate to high coordinate). The outer circle displays the chromosome ideogram and the inner circle displays the copy number

profile based on SNP array data (patient 1 and 7) or depth of coverage analysis (patient 6 and 8). Red arrowheads indicate examples of junction-point pairs and

black arrowheads indicate examples of single junction-points flanking deletions.

(B) Schematic drawing indicating the terminology used in this paper. A breakpoint junction can occur in each of four different orientations between intra- or

interchromosomal genomic fragments: HH, TT, TH, and HT. The positions on the reference genome (i.e., genomic coordinate) where the breakpoint-junction

starts and ends are called junction points. Junction points form a pair if they are in close proximity on the reference genome (with a distance of <1,000 bp). In

addition, one junction point in a pair should have its T side connected to another fragment, while the other junction point should have its H side connected to

another fragment. Junction point (1) and junction point (2) form a pair. A pair of junction points is the result of a repaired DSB, because a DSB generates two free

DNA ends. Each of these ends can be fused to other chromosomal fragments, resulting in a junction-point pair. Break repair may result in erosion of the ends by

650 Cell Reports 1, 648–655, June 28, 2012 ª2012 The Authors
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Figure 2. Reconstruction of Derivative Chromosomes for Patients 1 and 2 Based on Mate-Pair Data

(A) Reconstructed derivative chromosomes for patient 1. The derivative chromosomes match the previous FISH and karyotyping analysis of this patient (Ballarati

et al., 2009).

(B) Reconstructed derivative chromosomes for patient 2. The reconstructed derivative chromosomes are in line with the karyotype as based on cytogenetic

analysis (Table S1). Derivative chromosomes were reconstructed based on the de novo breakpoint junctions that we identified in these patients, similarly as we

have demonstrated before (Kloosterman et al., 2011a). The chromosomal coordinates of junction points are based on themate-pair data as provided in Table S3.

Chromosomes are not drawn to scale.
example, in patient 1 we identified adjacent junction points that

suggested the occurrence of two deletions of 6,041 and

18,231 bp in size, respectively (Figure 3D). Quantitative (qPCR)

analysis showed that these two regions were indeed heterozy-

gously deleted in patient 1, but not in both parents (Figure 3D).

For all predicted deletion intervals we calculated normalized

sequence coverage depth relative to a common reference

sample (Table S5), which confirmed the deletions. Deletions

could arise from erosion of the free DNA ends resulting from

a DSB or be the result of two adjacent DSBs. Based on our

breakpoint data, we could not distinguish between these

two possibilities. All together, the dynamic size range of the

deletion spectrum (1 bp to 8.8 Mb) associated with DSBs adds

another level of complexity to constitutional chromothripsis

rearrangements.

Two Complex Rearrangements Involving Replicative
Processes
For two of the ten CCRs described here (patients 9 and 10), we

observed different breakpoint characteristics as compared to

the eight chromothripsis rearrangements described above.

One of these cases contained an inherited complex rearrange-

ment on chromosome X and the other involved four de novo

duplications on chromosomes 4, 8, and 14 (patients 9 and 10,

Table S1). Most notably, we found that the junction points for

these two rearrangements do not form pairs on the reference
exonuclease digestion or addition of extra nucleotides. See Figure 3B for a deta

junction point (4) do not form a pair, because they are not in close physical proxim

deleted, because it is not connected to other fragments at its H and T sides. H,

See also Figures S1 and S2 and Tables S1, S2, S3, and S4.
genome (Figure 4). Therefore, we regard it unlikely that a chromo-

some-shattering event as a result of simultaneous DSBs trig-

gered these two rearrangements. For patient 9, we identified

three unique breakpoint junctions that align with the deletion

and the two duplications (Figure 4A). For patient 10, we found

breakpoint junctions for three of the four de novo duplications.

Together with coverage depth analysis, these breakpoint junc-

tions showed that three tandem duplications had occurred

in patient 10. For the fourth duplication on chromosome 14, we

only found evidence based on depth of coverage analysis

using both parents as a reference (Figure 4B). The findings for

patients 9 and 10 can be explained by template-switching

events during replication, which is in line with the MMBIR

mechanism as previously reported (Hastings et al., 2009a; Liu

et al., 2011).

DISCUSSION

Here, we provide a comprehensive analysis of the breakpoints

of ten constitutional CCRs. We found that eight CCRs exhibited

hallmarks of multiple simultaneous double-stranded DNA

breaks on one or several chromosomes. The other two complex

rearrangements were likely caused by replication errors

involving template switching. The two classes of rearrange-

ments that we observed here likely represent distinct instances

of chromothripsis rearrangements as has been previously
iled overview of losses and gains at breakpoint regions. Junction point (3) and

ity. The genomic segment in between junction point (3) and junction point (4) is

head; T, tail.
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AATCTCTGTATTATGGAGTGACATTGCACCACAAAATTCTGCCCATCCTAGAAGCAATGACACCCCAGTAGCAACAAACACAGCTA

AGCAATTACAAACATGTGTATCTCCTTGTTCTGTCAGCTGAGAGGGCCTAGAAGCAATGACACCCCAGTAGCAACAAACACAGCTA

AATCTCTGTATTATGGAGTGACATTGCACCACAAAATTCTGCCCATAAAAGGTGAGTCAAAAATCTTCAAAAGAAGCCGCACCTTC

breakpoint junction 2

chr2 (+)
chr2 (-)

2:163141421(+) ->  2: 166014625(-) (breakpoint junction 53): blunt

AGCAATTACAAACATGTGTATCTCCTTGTTCTGTCAGCTGAGAGGGCCTAGTGCTCCTCATAGGCCATGGCCACCACAGCCAGGAT

AGCAATTACAAACATGTGTATCTCCTTGTTCTGTCAGCTGAGAGGGCCTAGAAGCAATGACACCCCAGTAGCAACAAACACAGCTT 
TGCTGAAATTCGGCCTCTTTTTGTTCTGCTTCTTCCAAGGTGGCCTGATTCTGCTCCTCATAGGCCATGGCCACCACAGCCAGGAT

breakpoint junction 1

chr2 (-)
chr2 (+)

2:166014621(-) ->  2: 166011053(+) (breakpoint junction 59): blunt

*chr2 (-) AGCAATTACAAACATGTGTATCTCCTTGTTCTGTCAGCTGAGAGGGCCTAGAAGCAATGACACCCCAGTAGCAACAAACACAGCTA
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Figure 3. Characteristics of Eight Constitutional Chromothripsis Rearrangements

(A) Bar diagram showing the numbers of bluntly ligated breakpoint junctions (blue bar), breakpoint junctions with one or more nucleotides microhomology (red

bars) and breakpoint junctions containing nontemplated insertions (green bars).

(B) Bar diagram showing the loss (red) and gain (red) of nucleotides caused by repair of 56 DSBs. The breakpoint erosion was inferred from capillary sequencing

reads across breakpoint junctions. Black bars indicate breaks with no losses or gains.

(C) Sequence composition of two breakpoint junctions that together create a junction-point pair on reference chromosome 2 (patient 2). The breakpoint-junction

sequencing reads were aligned to the reference genome. Sequence homology to normal genomic sequences is indicated in light blue and red. The genomic

sequence from chromosome 2 marked with an asterisk (*) shares homology with breakpoint junction 1 (green box) and breakpoint junction 2 (pink box). Both

stretches of homology overlap in the middle, showing that these 5 bp ended up in both breakpoint-junction sequences and are duplicated. Chromosomal

coordinates indicate the junction point for each of the two genomic sequences that form a breakpoint junction. Both coordinates are indicated in the genomic

sequence by a yellow box. The red coordinate for breakpoint junction 1 and the blue coordinate for breakpoint junction 2 together form a pair on reference

chromosome 2. The breakpoint-junction numbers correspond to the numbering in Table S3.

(D) qPCR analysis of two small de novo deletions (6,041 bp and 18,231 bp) on chr 2 in patient 2 that were predicted based on the mate-pair analysis. The bar

diagramdisplays the relative copy number for the amplified fragments within the deletion intervals in patient 2 and the father andmother. Error bars represent SDs

based on 2^(-DDCt) values from triplicate experiments. Red arrows indicate primer pairs. Breakpoint junctions flanking the deleted fragments are indicated by

genomic coordinates.

See also Figure S3 and Table S5.
proposed (Chen et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2012; Maher and Wilson,

2012).

By careful analysis of breakpoint junctions, we derived

precise molecular characteristics for the eight chromothripsis

rearrangements that were caused by multiple DSBs and

we conclude that (1) rearrangements can be confined to a

single chromosome (patients 5 and 8) or multiple chromo-
652 Cell Reports 1, 648–655, June 28, 2012 ª2012 The Authors
somes (e.g., five in patient 7), (2) rearrangements may lead to

sporadic deletions (including small deletions of only a few

hundred base pairs), but can also explain copy neutral rear-

rangements (patient 7), (3) DSBs are clustered, (4) break repair

involves nonhomologous or microhomology-mediated repair

mechanisms, and (5) rearrangements occur on paternal

chromosomes.



Figure 4. Circos Plot of Mate-Pair and Copy Number Analysis of

Two Chromothripsis Rearrangements Involving Duplications and

a Deletion

(A) A maternally inherited complex rearrangement in patient 9 involves two

duplications and one deletion on chr X. Mate-pair analysis resulted in the

identification of three breakpoint junctions, which indicate three template

switches. The copy number changes in the inner circle are based on arrayCGH

data and can be explained by the three template-switching events.

(B) Circos plot of mate-pair and copy number analysis of a de novo re-

arrangement involving four duplications on chr 4, 8, and 14 in patient 10. The

inner two circles display the copy number profile based on depth of coverage

analysis of the patient sequencing data compared to the sequencing data

of the father (blue profile, middle circle) and mother (red profile, inner circle).

The green colored lines indicate de novo breakpoint junctions. All three

breakpoint junctions have a head-to-tail (HT) orientation, which is a signature

corresponding to a tandem duplication. We did not identify any other de novo

rearrangements on chr 8 in this patient. The three tandem duplications have
Several hundred sporadic patients carrying constitutional de

novo CCRs have been described over the past years (Astbury

et al., 2004; Medvedev et al., 2009; Pellestor et al., 2011).

CCRs often display similar karyotypes as for the eight chromo-

thripsis rearrangements identified here (Houge et al., 2003;

Borg et al., 2005; Granot-Hershkovitz et al., 2011). In addition,

cryptic deletions are frequently coinciding with breakpoints of

CCRs, while duplications are hardly found (Gribble et al., 2005;

De Gregori et al., 2007; Schluth-Bolard et al., 2009; Feenstra

et al., 2011). This suggests that many published rearrangements

may have been caused by chromosome shattering and

repair, similar as described for the eight chromothripsis CCRs

described here. Thus, chromosome shattering and repair

may be a common mechanism driving formation of constitu-

tional CCRs and exists next to processes involving template

switching (Liu et al., 2011). We cannot draw conclusions

about the relative contribution of both processes to the occur-

rence of constitutional chromothripsis rearrangements. Effects

on viability of the fetus will, among others, influence such

estimates.

A first hypothesis on a possible mechanism that may cause

chromothripsis came from a recent study showing that lagging

chromosomes are pulverized as a consequence of replication

errors in micronuclei resulting from mitotic errors (Crasta

et al., 2012). The chromosome catastrophes described by Liu

et al. (2011) indeed point at a replicative mechanism of origin

of some constitutional chromothripsis-like rearrangements

(Liu et al., 2011). In contrast, we here show eight rearrange-

ments that involve clustered DSBs and nonhomologous repair,

resulting in complex derivative chromosomes with sporadic

deletions (Figures 1, 2, and 3). It could be that both rearrange-

ment classes represent two different outcomes resulting from

a similar molecular trigger, such as described by Crasta et al.

(2012). The data from four patients show a paternal origin of

the CCRs. This is in line with previous reports that demon-

strated a paternal bias for CNV or CCR formation, which is

possibly due to the larger number of mitotic divisions during

gametogenesis in males compared to females (Gribble et al.,

2005; Hehir-Kwa et al., 2011).

In conclusion, by analyzing ten constitutional CCRs by the

same analytical methods, we demonstrated that chromothripsis

rearrangements may result from chromosome shattering by

multiple DSBs, a process which appears distinct from MMBIR

as described for other CCRs (Chen et al., 2011; Liu et al.,

2011; Liu et al., 2012). Chromosome shattering and nonhomolo-

gous repair may be a common mechanism underlying chro-

mothripsis rearrangements associated with developmental

malformations.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Patient Material

We obtained informed consent for the genetic analysis of familial DNA from

each patient’s parents. The genetic analysis was performed according to the
most likely arisen through three template-switching events during DNA

replication. The junction points do not form pairs as for the chromothripsis

rearrangements (black arrows).
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guidelines of the Medical Ethics Committee of the University Medical Center

Utrecht. See also Extended Experimental Procedures.

Preparation of Mate-Pair Libraries and SOLiD Sequencing

Mate-paired libraries were prepared and sequenced as described previously

(Kloosterman et al., 2011a, 2011b). See also Extended Experimental

Procedures.

Bioinformatic Analysis of Mate-Pair Reads

Bioinformatic analysis of mate-pair reads was performed as described previ-

ously (Kloosterman et al., 2011a). All custom developed tools are available

upon request from the authors. See also Extended Experimental Procedures.

Depth of Coverage Calculations

Depth of sequence coverage was analyzed by an in-house developed

Dynamic Window Approach for CNV detection (DWAC-seq: http://fedor21.

hubrecht.eu/dwac-seq). Briefly, BAM files for F3 and R3 tags were merged

using samtools and the tag densities of cases (test set) were compared to

the tag densities of controls (reference set, e.g., parent or unrelated individual).

For targeted depth of coverage calculations we generated a common

reference based on the concordant mate-pair tags from Patient1_mother,

Patient1_father, Patient10_mother, and Patient10_father. The normalized tag

count for predicted deletion intervals in patient genomes was measured

relative to the normalized tag count for the same intervals in the common

reference data set.

Capillary Sequencing of Breakpoints and Analysis

of Sequence Reads

Primers for sequencing the breakpoint junctions of structural variants were

designed using primer3 software. Where possible, we avoided repetitive

elements and designed the primers according to the orientations that were

indicated by the mate-pair tags. PCR was performed using Taq polymerase

(Invitrogen) with an elongation times of 1–2 min. PCR products were purified

from gel when needed. Sanger sequencing reads were aligned to the human

reference genome (GRCh37/hg19) using BLAST and BLAT software (http://

www.ensembl.org). Hits were analyzed manually to define the exact break-

point and breakpoint characteristics. PCR breakpoint assays were also used

to distinguish de novo junctions from inherited junctions.

qPCR Analysis of Copy Number Changes

For two deletions (18,231 bp and 6,041 bp) in patient 1 we designed primers for

qPCR analysis according to the Applied Biosystems HT7900 Real-Time PCR

system manual. We performed qPCR reactions using Sybr Green PCR master

mix (Applied Biosystems). For normalization, we used primers for GDF7 and

PRKD3. Ct values were normalized relative to Ct values for these two control

genes and relative to the Ct values of the father. We plotted 2^(-DDCt) values to
display relative copy number changes. All reactions were performed in

triplicate.

SNP-Array Analysis

SNP-array analysis was performed using Infinium HumanHap300, Hu-

manCNV370-QuadV3 and HumanHap300v1 Genotyping BeadChips (Illumina,

Inc., San Diego, CA) and used according to the protocol of the manufacturer.

Data Visualization

Mate-pair and array data were visualized using Circos software and custom

R scripts (Krzywinski et al., 2009). We used the chr1, s1, e1, chr2, s2, e2,

and orientation(count) values from Table S3 for the colored links in the circos

plots. For orientation HH (or hh), we used chr1, s1, chr2, and s2 coordinates;

for orientation TT (or tt), we used chr1, e1, chr2, and e2 coordinates; for orien-

tation TH (or th), we used chr1, e1, chr2, and s2 coordinates; for orientation HT

(or ht), we used chr1, s1, chr2, and e2 coordinates.

Simulation of Random Breakpoints on Chromosomes 2 and 9

We simulated thousand sets of random double-stranded breaks for chromo-

somes 2 and 9. For chromosome 2, we used 16 random breaks per set, and

for chromosome 9 we used 12 random breaks per set. The average length
654 Cell Reports 1, 648–655, June 28, 2012 ª2012 The Authors
of the chromosomal fragments resulting from the simulated breaks was

calculated for each of the simulated sets. The first and last chromosomal

fragments (from the chromosome start to the first break and from the last

break to the chromosome end) were not included in the calculations.

ACCESSION NUMBERS

The ENA SRA accession number for the next-generation mate-pair se-

quencing is ERP001035. The NCBI GEO accession number for the Illumina

SNP array data is GSE37906.
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